
Hostia: History, Authorship, And The O9A

Versions

Hostia - from the Latin for 'sacrifice/victim' {1} - was the title of a three volume collection of facsimile copies of
typewritten manuscripts (MSS) - many with hand-drawn illustrations and sigils - initially published in 1992 in spiral bound
card covered format by Thormynd Press in limited editions of 63 per volume. The original typewritten MSS themselves
were circulated in the 1980s and early 1990s by supporters of the Order of Nine Angles (O9A, ONA) with the Hostia
collection subsequently sent by post (snail-mail) to individuals who had expressed an interest in the O9A. A copy of the
first volume of this Thormynd edition is in the British Library - General Reference Collection RG.2021.b.17 - and was
listed in the printed version of the British National Bibliography, BNB GB9475565.

The collection gave no overall author, with title page of volume one stating "Copyright 1992 eh Anton Long & Order of
Nine Angles" and that of volume two "Copyright 1992 eh   O.N.A.   All Rights Reserved" and volume three "Copyright
1992 eh  ONA  All Rights Reserved". The Introduction to volume one states that the included texts were "esoteric
manuscripts circulated among members of the ONA" {1} with volume two stating it contains 'restricted' esoteric
manuscripts, and volume three having no Introduction. Many of the articles are anonymous while others are attributed
to the "ONA" with it being obvious that several different typewriters have been used.

In the aughts, the three volumes were digitally scanned and issued as separate pdf files by two individuals, with one set
of files scanned in May 2008 using iText by lowagie dot com (r1.02b;p128) software and the other scanned between
2007-2008 using Adobe Acrobat 8.11 Paper Capture Plug-in. However, these digital versions, especially volume one,
contained additions and also redactions by an unskilled hand particularly in respect of authors. Given such redactions
and additions - which additions include an unreadable table of contents in volume one and a typewritten index in volume
two using a typewriter not used in any of the other Hostia texts - these digital versions are not primary sources in
respect of the contents, with the only currently publicly available primary source of Hostia the published copy of volume
one of the Thormynd edition in the British Library.

In 2013, an American supporter of the O9A using the pseudonym Chretien Sauvage self-published a printed, formatted
and edited version of all three volumes:

The pseudonym belonged to Chloe of the California based WSA352 nexion {2} and the published book and the
accompanying blurb misleadingly gave the author of the whole book as 'Anton Long' whereas the original 1992 version
did not. Thus the authorship of specific texts, when provided in the 1992 version, was not given in this 2013 version.

In addition, while reproducing images from the digital versions, the printed text of the 2013 book, unlike the original MSS
as published in 1992, was formatted:



which resulted in some typos, with this printed edition remaining available via Amazon and other outlets until 2017. In
2019 another version was anonymously self-published using formatted texts and again misleadingly attributed the book
and thus all of the texts to 'Anton Long'.

Authorship And Redactions

While some of the anonymous texts in the digital versions of the three volumes of Hostia are easily identifiable as being
by Anton Long since the texts occur with that name attached in one or in both of the two standard compilations of O9A
texts published before 2015 {3} many are not identifiable, with several, such as the one titled Selling Water By The
River in volume one of Hostia {4} not included in, although referenced by, one of them, while the text in Hostia volume
one titled Ritual Magick - Dure and Sedue Sorcery whose author is redacted is included in The Definitive Guide under the
title Ritual Magick - An Introduction to Dure and Sedue Ceremonial Sorcery and clearly signed 'Anton Long'.

Another example is the text The Hard Reality of Satanism in both volume one and volume two of Hostia which is
attributed to "ONA" while in Knowing, Information, and The Discovery of Wisdom included in the 2012 nineangles
website archive {3, ii} Anton Long prefaces a quotation from it with "As I wrote over twenty years ago" thus signifying
his authorship of The Hard Reality of Satanism.

Of particular interest is the article The Septenary Star Game in volume one of Hostia (pp.87ff of the digital version)
which is clearly a version of The Star Game typewritten article from Naos - included in the Definite Guide compilation,
pp.552ff - with a note on p.88 of the Hostia text stating "The Star Game is copyright [redacted] 1976" with the badly
redacted text replaced with a scrawled "ONA". In contrast, in Naos the text titled The Advanced Star Game - pp.645-647
of the Definitive Guide - clearly states "copyright D. Myatt 1976 ev". Two further redactions in Hostia in relation to the
Star Game occur: (i) on the margin of p.91 of the digital version: "copyright [redacted] 1978" with the badly redacted
text replaced with a scrawled "ONA", and (ii) on p. 94 of the digital version: "copyright 1978 ev [redacted]" with the
badly redacted text again replaced by "ONA".

Since the Naos compilation of facsimile texts predates the compilation and distribution of the three volumes of Hostia by
several years, 1989 as opposed to 1992, and was compiled by 'Christos Beest', a student of Anton Long who distributed
them from an address in Wales, and since a loose-leaf rare print version of Naos was produced in 1990 by Coxland Press
a copy of which is in the British Library - General Reference Collection RG.2021.a.13, BNB GB9328754 - and which
contains no redactions, it is reasonable to assume that the many redactions in the digital versions of Hostia were by
some other hand and unnecessary. 

in relation to The Star Game texts, the ones in Naos acknowledge the connection to Myatt with Myatt himself writing
that: "As an early advocate of copyleft, I have never been bothered by plagiarism or by others using and adapting my
ideas and my 'inventions', such as The Star Game." {5}

In relation to texts in the digital version of volume one of Hostia such as the one titled Acausal Existence - The Secret
Revealed where author is unnecessarily redacted, it was available years before on the Internet and clearly attributed to
"Anton Long ONA 1991". {6}

Another unnecessary redaction in that volume is Satanism and Child-Abuse with the original 1989 manuscript signed
Anton Long, published in #9, November 1991, of The Watcher LHP zine, New Zealand, and also mentioned on page 125
of the book Nation and Race: The Developing Euro-American Racist Subculture, edited by Jeffrey Kaplan, Tore Bjørgo,
published by Northeastern University Press in 1998: "On the ONA's prohibition on the use of children in sacrifice and
other rituals [see] Anton Long, Satanism and child abuse."

Yet another unnecessary redaction in that volume is Manipulation I - Sinister Themes whose author is redacted, although
the text was available years before on the Internet and attributed to the "Order of Nine Angles". {7}

Assumptions And Allegations

Among the assumptions made about Hostia are that all the texts in the three volumes were written by Anton Long, and
that the printed versions issued since 2013 were authorized by Anton Long and/or by the O9A. Among the allegations
made are that the texts present an accurate view of O9A beliefs and practices.

There are basically two explanations why it is not surprising that many if not most readers of the compilation Hostia
have made and still make such unwarranted assumptions and allegations about the O9A and about authorship.

The first explanation is that whatever the cause they accepted without question that, as with the earlier 2012 self-



published book titled The Sinister Tradition, {8} the texts within were, as claimed by the anonymous publisher, by Anton
Long and/or that it was as with that 2012 book "an authorized edition".

The second explanation is that even before reading Hostia they whatever the cause had a preconceived opinion about
the O9A involving an unreasoned dislike of or hostility to the O9A and thus sought to find within the book proof in
support of that preconceived opinion.

In both instances if they bothered to do even some minimal research into the O9A using O9A primary sources - almost
all of which by 2012 were freely available via the medium of the Internet {9} - they would have discovered that:

(i) There are not now and never had been and never can be any 'members' of a group or organizations termed 'the
Order of Nine Angles', the O9A, and the ONA, because the O9A is an esoteric philosophy, an Occult tradition, not a group
or organization with members or a hierarchy. For the O9A is the esoteric philosophy, the Occult tradition, developed by
Anton Long between 1976 and 2012, the year he retired having fully developed and explicated that tradition. Since then
this tradition has morphed to become a subculture with its own lifestyles. {10}

In regard to this Occult tradition, the published writings of Anton Long - those appended with his name and written
between 1976 and 2012 - are the only primary sources, which writings begin with his 1976 novel Falcifer and end with
his two last 'alchemical' writings. {11}

Thus, since many of the writings in Hostia are anonymous - not by Anton Long - it does not present an accurate view of
O9A beliefs and practices containing as it does the views and interpretations of others regarding Anton Long's Occult
philosophy/tradition.

In regard to O9A "members", Anton Long in one of his 'Satanic Letters', published by Thormynd Press in 1992 at the
same time as Hostia, wrote in a letter to 'Kimberly' dated 25th September 1992 eh,

"Being a member of the ONA simply means that the individual follows, or tries to follow, the path to Adeptship
as outlined in various works including Naos."
{12}

Thus, his use of the term was specific, related to individuals and the personal challenges and tasks codified in the Seven
Fold Way, which Way manifests in a practical manner the Occult tradition that is the O9A. {13}

(ii) Since the O9A is an esoteric philosophy/tradition/subculture there is not, never had been and never can be any
'official' or 'authorized' O9A anything - be it a book, a nexion, an official, a leader, or some title such as or a person who
is the 'outer representative' of the O9A. {14}

Even when Anton Long revised and re-issued some of his texts - such as the novels of The Deofel Quartet - he never
used the word 'authorized' but simple phrases such as Re-issued and corrected [v 1.03]: Anton Long, 119 Year of Fayen
as was the case with that Quartet.

Conclusion

Despite what many people over the years have claimed and believed about Hostia whether (a) in its digital format (three
pdf documents) containing facsimiles of typewritten texts many of which are by anonymous authors, some of which are
by Anton Long, and some of which have the name of the author redacted, or (b) in its later self-published format as a
printed book:

(i) Hostia was not authored by Anton Long;
(ii) Hostia was not 'authorized' by either Anton Long or by the Order of Nine Angles/O9A/ONA;
(iii) Hostia is not representative of "the esoteric philosophy of Anton Long", aka the Order of Nine Angles, which
philosophy is only represented in its original form in the writings published under the name of Anton Long between 1976
and 2012;
(iv) Hostia is not representative of the O9A subculture which developed from that philosophy;
(v) the primary source for the contents of Hostia are the three un-redacted printed and spiral bound versions of which 63
copies were published in 1992 with only a single copy of volume one currently publicly available at General Reference
Collection RG.2021.b.17 in the British Library in London.
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{1} For context in using the word Hostia for a compilation of antinomian, Left Hand Path, texts, qv. Cicero, Pro A. Cluento
Oratio, 68, 194:

nunc vero quid agat, quid moliatur, quid denique cotidie cogitet quem ignorare nostrum putat? quos appellarit,
quibus pecuniam promiserit, quorum fidem pretio labefactare conata sit tenemus. quin etiam nocturna



sacrificia quae putat occultiora esse sceleratasque eius preces et nefaria vota cognovimus; quibus illa etiam
deos immortalis de suo scelere testatur neque intellegit pietate et religione et iustis precibus deorum mentis,
non contaminata superstitione neque ad scelus perficiendum caesis hostiis posse placari. cuius ego furorem
atque crudelitatem deos immortalis a suis aris atque templis aspernatos esse confido.

{2} Since Chloe et al are often cited as being 'members' of the O9A and as being involved with or leading a so-called
'official' O9A nexion/cell/chapter/Temple, the following facts, explained in detail in the following Assumptions And False
Allegations section of this article, should be considered: (i) There are not now and never have been and cannot be any
'members' of a group or organizations termed 'the Order of Nine Angles', the O9A, and the ONA; and (ii) there is not now
and never been and cannot be any 'official' or 'authorized' O9A anything - be it a book, a nexion, an official,

{3} The two standard reference collections of O9A texts are:

i) The Definitive Guide To The Order of Nine Angles: Theory and Praxises (seventh edition) published in 2015, available
at:
https://archive.org/download/definitive-guide-to-the-order-of-nine-angles_202201/definitive-guide-to-the-order-of-nine-
angles.pdf

ii) The 2012 archive of the now defunct nineangles dot info website at https://archive.org/download/o-9-a-website-
archive-2012/O9A-Website-Archive-2012.pdf

{4} The title is taken from a 1970s book about Zen Buddhism.

{5} https://davidmyatt.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/a-matter-of-honour.pdf

{6} An archive of the URL from 2005 which links to the page is available at https://web.archive.org
/web/20051230095024/http://camlad9.tripod.com/articles1.html with the page itself archived at https://web.archive.org
/web/20070120051538/http://camlad9.tripod.com/acausal2.html

{7} An archive of the URL from 2005 which links to the page is available at https://web.archive.org
/web/20051230095024/http://camlad9.tripod.com/articles1.html with the page itself archived at https://web.archive.org
/web/20080913161337/http://camlad9.tripod.com/manipulation1.html

{8} ISBN 978-1481017145

{9} The Internet resource prior to 2013 which included O9A primary sources is the now defunct nineangles dot info site,
a complete archive of which is available at https://archive.org/download/o-9-a-website-archive-2012/O9A-Website-
Archive-2012.pdf

The two resources after 2013 are:
(i) The Definitive Guide To The Order of Nine Angles: Theory and Praxises (seventh edition) published in 2015 and
available at https://archive.org/download/definitive-guide-to-the-order-of-nine-angles_202201/definitive-guide-to-the-
order-of-nine-angles.pdf
(ii) the now defunct omega9angles weblog, partially archived at:
https://web.archive.org/web/20210215070358/http://www.omega9alpha.wordpress.com/

{10} O9A philosophy is described in The Boundaries Of O9A Philosophy, https://web.archive.org/web/20220428144722
/https://theo9away.files.wordpress.com
/2021/12/o9a-boundaries-philosophy-v9.pdf

 O9A subculture is described in the 1520 page compilation Order Of Nine Angles Subculture: A Complete Guide,
available at https://archive.org/download/subculture_complete/o9a-subculture-complete.pdf

{11} Falcifer is included (pp.843ff) in The Definitive Guide, qv. According to O9A mythology the novel is a much
embellished account of a pre-O9A traditional Satanic group.

Anton Long's two last writings are available at https://archive.org/download/esoterikos-the-enigmatic-truth/esoterikos-
the-enigmatic-truth.pdf

{12} A facsimile of the typewritten letter is included in volume II of The Satanic Letters of Stephen Brown, available from
https://archive.org/download/satanicletters-2/satanicletters-2.pdf

{13} A good overview of the question of membership is provided in the article The Occult Phantom Menace: Or, The
Sinister Tradition In The Real World, included in https://web.archive.org/web/20210516053904/https:
//omega9alpha.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/o9a-seeking-aletheia.pdf

{14} In regard to an O9A 'outer representative' it was a ploy, a jape, as Anton Long explained in 2011:

"An interesting and instructive example of our Labyrinthos Mythologicus is the so-called 'outer representative'.
This was just a minor ploy among the many minor and major ploys and tests used during Phase II, and thus
was part of the 'sinister game' we have played for several decades. The ploy was for a candidate or an initiate



to openly disseminate ONA material, and possibly give interviews about the O9A to the Media, under the guise
of having been given some sort of 'authority' to do so even though such an authority – and the necessary
hierarchy to gift such authority – was in fact a contradiction of our raison d'être; a fact we of course expected
those incipiently of our kind to know or sense.

This ploy, this jape, in its primal form, was first used on one promising candidate (Martin S) during the late
1980s who met with 'Stephen Brown' on the Long Mynd in Shropshire, the candidate in question being then
associated with the Temple of Set.

Indeed, Martin S was mentioned by name in a letter which a certain Mr Austen wrote to 'Stephen Brown' some
years later (the surname of the person was redacted by us when Austen's letter was published, in 1992, in
volume 2 of The Satanic Letters together with an interesting reply from Stephen Brown).

In the case of 'Martin' he was initially offered the editorship of the then already established Fenrir journal, a
few years before CB became editor. Such editorship would be not only a test for him – a test of his character,
loyalty, commitment, knowledge, and so on – but also possibly a valuable learning experience along the
sinister path. Just as the editorship of Fenrir – and the role-play of being 'outer representative – was for CB
who, to his credit, saw through the ruse and instead used the ploy as an extended Insight Role in the process
Satanically confusing and satisfyingly deceiving several people including journalists and self-professed (non-
ONA) Satanists.

Later on, CB for the same nefarious reasons relating to testing offered (at my suggestion) the non-existent rôle
of 'outer representative' to Thornian, who by means of such role-play did some worthwhile work propagating
the O9A and its mythos and possibly learned some valuable personal lessons in the process."

Anton Long, Those Who Are Our Kind, included in https://web.archive.org/web/20210516053904/https:
//omega9alpha.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/o9a-seeking-aletheia.pdf
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